Avenue & Pirouette Vest
designed by Susan Mills

Two yarns combine in a simple
drop stitch pattern for an
accessory that can worn as a scarf
or a vest. The tweed and elasticity
of Avenue compliment the super
soft halo of Pirouette to create a
fabric that is completely different
from each yarn alone.

Skill Level: Easy
SIZES
S (M, L, XL). Shown in S
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
Finished size 16 (18, 20, 22¾)" wide x
64 (68, 72, 72)" long
To ﬁt bust meas 31-34 (35-38, 39-43,
44-48)"
YARN
Avenue by Classic Elite Yarns
(42% extraﬁne merino, 29% silk, 29%
viscose; 50 g = 136 yards)
4 (5, 5, 6) balls 1738 Auburn

VEST
With 1 strand of each yarn held together, cast on
56 (63, 70, 80) stitches.

Pirouette by Classic Elite Yarns
(67% kid mohair, 25% bamboo, 8%
nylon; 25 g = 246 yards)
2 (3, 3, 4) balls 4032 Magenta

*Rows 1, 2 and 3: Knit.
Row 4: Knit, wrapping yarn around needle twice for
each stitch.
Row 5: Knit, dropping extra wrap.
Rep from * until piece meas approx. 63 (67, 71, 71)",
ending after Row 5.

NEEDLES
Knitting needles in size US 9 (5.5 mm)
or size to obtain gauge.
OTHER MATERIALS
Vest: Two 18" pieces of ribbon
GAUGE
With 1 strand of each yarn held
together, 14 sts and 20 rows = 4" in
Pattern stitch. Take time to save
time, check your gauge.

Knit 3 rows. Bind off all stitches knitwise.
Weave in ends.

FINISHING
Wear as a scarf or vest.
Vest: On 1 long side, thread ribbon through edges 8 (9, 10, 10)" from each end
and tie in a bow. Try on vest (see photo). Use second pc of ribbon to tie at
front. Adjust ribbons to get your perfect ﬁt.
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